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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

 Nowadays with the rapid development of cities, understanding the human mobility patterns 
of subscribers is crucial for urban planning and for network infrastructure deployment. 
Today mobile phones are electronic devices used for analyzing the mobility patterns of the 
subscribers in the network, because humans in their daily activities they carry mobile phones 
for communication purpose. For effective utilization of network infrastructure (NI) there is a 
need to study on mobility patterns of subscribers.  
 
The aim of the thesis is to simulate the geospatial Telenor mobility data (i.e. three different 
subscriber categorized segments) and provide a visual support in google maps using google 
maps API, which helps in decision making to the telecommunication operators for effective 
utilization of network infrastructure (NI). 
 
 In this thesis there are two major objectives. Firstly, categorize the given geospatial telenor 
mobility data using subscriber mobility algorithm. Secondly, providing a visual support for 
the obtained categorized geospatial telenor mobility data in google maps using a 
geovisualization simulation tool. 
 
 The algorithm used to categorize the given geospatial telenor mobility data is subscriber 
mobility algorithm. Where this subscriber mobility algorithm categorizes the subscribers into 
three different segments (i.e. infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly). For validation and 
confirmation purpose of subscriber mobility algorithm a tetris optimization model is used. 
To give visual support for each categorized segments a simulation tool is developed and it 
displays the visualization results in google maps using Google Maps API. 
 
The result of this thesis are presented to the above formulated objectives. By using 
subscriber mobility algorithm and tetris optimization model to a geospatial data set of 33,045 
subscribers only 1400 subscribers are found as infrastructure stressing subscribers. To look 
informative, a small region (i.e. boras region) is taken to visualize the subscribers from each 
of the categorized segments (i.e. infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly). 
 
 The conclusion of the thesis is that the functionality thus developed contributes to 
knowledge discovery from geospatial data and provides visual support for decision making 
to telecommunication operators. 
 

Keywords: Geospatial mobility data, Google maps, Subscriber mobility algorithm. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays with the expeditious development of cities, people will stay to live in 

cities. Therefore, it is necessary to identify and visualize the movements and activities 
of the people within cities, as this is crucial for effective utilization of network 
infrastructure. Today mobile phones are extremely used gadgets carried out by people 
in their daily activities, which fetch opportunities to capture extensive continuous 
information about human behavior [1]. Furthermore, understanding the mobility 
patterns of the population makes urban development decisions simple and efficient. 
Technological upgrading in telecommunication sector has led to a changeover from 
wired to wireless communication. Looking at these enormous amounts of load, the 
wireless mobile communication networks will need to be handled, understanding and 
predicting network traffic turn out a crucial task for telecommunication operators.  

 
 Huge Information (i.e. big data), “the masses of computerized breadcrumbs 

created by the data innovations that people use in their day to day activities, permit 
us to examine individual and aggregate conduct at a phenomenal scale, detail, and 
speed” [2]. It is necessary to determine mobility patterns of subscribers and to observe 
important places of people’s daily routine. Furthermore, capturing & visualizing the 
movements of people in cities and towns enables to determine optimal positions for 
example, emergency wards, Zara shops and as well as real business potential of towns 
can be assessed.  

 
In recent years, perceiving the ‘dynamics of the individuals’ and their day-to-day 

mobility patterns has been used in various services and research areas [4]. Many 
studies have enforced in the telecommunication histories of wireless mobile 
communication networks, for personal behavior study of subscribers [3]. The mobility 
patterns or activities of people in the network can be obtained by analyzing the Call 
Detail Records (CDR), GPS data traces, and they hold extreme potential in providing 
basic information to determine mobility patterns of subscribers and important places in 
people’s day-to-day lives to telecommunication operators. Embedding GPS 
functionality in cell phones has transformed into an ordinary technique for accessing 
the spots of the subscribers and issues occur while using this functionality for example 
power consumption and indoor positioning remain. 

 
As a solution to the above mentioned issues with the GPS functionality, in recent 

years the telecommunication operators uses (CDRs: call detail records) to analyze the 
individual mobility pattern behavior of subscribers. Where CDRs is a form of 
geospatial data are recorded in the current foundations of mobile phone carriers to take 
out the ‘‘extra workload for mobile phones amid information securing and to gain 
extensive scale and long haul information on all telecommunication users’’ [3]. The 
reason for recording CDRs is to find problems with Network infrastructures (NI) and 
resolve them expeditiously. Furthermore, CDRs are also utilized in some examination 
fields significant to human mobility, for example, transportation, disaster management, 
urban improvement. 

 
On mobile phone usage, CDRs collect geographical, temporal and communication 

information. And they exhibit a tremendous potential to empirically investigate human 
dynamics on a society-wide scale [1]. When a subscriber makes a call, sending a text, 
or uses data service in the network (i.e. Internet) using a mobile phone, timestamp and 
location information of the subscriber associated to that base station are recorded as 
CDR data [5].  
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Where the location of every mobile terminal in the network is given in terms of 
latitude and longitude of the cell tower to which they are associated during the time 
they do calls or messages. 

 
Each Call Detail Records (CDR) contains information such as the caller number, 

the called number, and the time stamp of a voice call was placed or a text message was 
received, as well as the identity of the cell tower with which the phone was connected 
at that time. Where “timestamp” records the exact time of the phone activity, while 
“tower” is the identifier of a wireless tower that is serving the caller’s call or text 
message. This CDRs data can serve as the acceptable samples of the approximate 
locations of the subscriber in the network [2]. 

 
There is a lot of relevant geospatial data information contained in the CDRs which 

gives an indication of the subscriber’s mobility pattern of a particular period of time. 
CDRs are commonly collected by cellular network providers to benefit their networks, 
for example to find congested antennas (i.e. cell towers) [3]. The CDRs contain 
enormous amount of human dynamics information like spatial & temporal information 
about subscriber’s during the time they made calls or send/receive messages [5]. 
Hence, CDRs are the most efficiently accessible source of data from the network side 
to identify the subscriber’s movement in the network for telecommunication operators. 
With these CDRs, there will be tremendous opportunities to enhance our 
understanding of human behaviors and urban dynamics [5].  

 
In recent days, due to the rapid development in hardware and software for 

computer graphics and the increasing availability of georeferenced data, ‘‘a modern 
cartographic visualization is evolving from traditional map-making into a new 
paradigm called geovisualization’’ [6]. Nowadays, mesmerizing and highly interactive 
simulation environments can be used to analyze and present geospatial data. In order 
to give a visual support for CDRs dynamic geospatial data, methods and techniques 
from fields, such as scientific visualization and information visualization, are applied 
because of the large volumes of data at hand [7]. For that, Geovisualization and 
Geographic information system (GIS) are used as a field that provides theories and 
techniques for visual exploration, analysis, and presentation of geospatial CDRs data.  

 

1.1      Motivation 
 
Information about human activities and development in space-time are crucial to 

many research fields in geography. As wireless mobile connectivity has changed the 
way to communicate people, where mobile phone data can be used to determine the 
spatiotemporal data of anonymous phone users for analysis of their mobility patterns 
[9]. Understanding these mobility patterns of each individual are very important in a 
wide range of fields, such as accessibility studies, location-based services, urban 
planning and crisis management. Much research on the individual human mobility 
patterns is organized using travel journal datasets that are collected by census and 
questionnaire. However, these approaches expend both tremendous time and money. 
All the more disappointedly, it is exceptionally hard to increase adequate amount of 
sample data and ensure their accuracy using these methods. 

 
The technology for determining the geographic location of mobile phones and 

other hand-held devices is becoming increasingly available [8]. The motive for 
choosing this topic is that being able to identify & visualize the subscriber’s trajectory 
path and their significant places is of prime importance. Hence, more powerful data 
collecting techniques are needed in order to collect data with prominent accuracy and 
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to visualize the geospatial data for higher representativeness. So, that cellular network 
operators have realized mobility patterns of the subscribers affects the load in the 
network. Therefore, understanding the traffic dynamics of the subscribers in the 
networks is necessary for effective planning of NI [10]. 

 

1.2      Problem Statement 
 
Broadband wireless mobile networks are appearing to be the most common means 

for subscribers to access world-wide. Understanding the dynamic traffic and usage 
characteristics of data services in mobile networks is significant for optimizing 
network resources and improving the user experience. The planning of cellular mobile 
networks faces numerous extensive challenges with the rapidly growing demand of 
powerful mobile devices, innovative mobile applications and cellular communication 
bandwidth, therefore the amount of traffic of mobile networks has been growing 
continuously [11] While cellular network operators have been investing a major share 
of their investment capital into setting up for the maintenance of the Network 
Infrastructure. 

 
To analyze the network usage characteristics of service providers in a large 

cellular data network by describing traffic dynamics of cellular data networks from 
particular perspectives, such as user behavior and application categories. For optimal 
utilization of NI, there is a need to study a comprehensive analysis on visualization of 
subscriber behavior using a set of geo spatial CDRs records collected from a 
telecommunication operator in the network.  

 
 

1.3      Aim and Objectives 
 

1.3.1   Aim 
 
The aim of the thesis is to simulate the geospatial Telenor mobility data (i.e. three 

different subscriber categorized segments) and provide a visual support using google 
maps API which helps in decision making to the telecommunication operators for 
effective utilization of network infrastructure. 

 

1.3.2   Objectives 
 

 To accomplish this, firstly we need to estimate a user’s personal route based on 
geospatial CDRs data. 

 Categorize the subscribers into different categories using the subscriber mobility 
algorithm. 

 A detailed study on analysis of geospatial data using simulation mobility model. 
 A detailed study on data visualization techniques.  
 Simulating the geospatial CDRS data in to google maps. 
 Visualizing the subscriber’s trajectory path using geovisualization simulation tool. 
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1.4      Research Questions  
 

 
      RQ1) How to categorize the subscribers based on the available geospatial data? 

 
      RQ2) How to visualize the user mobility based on geospatial data? 
 
      RQ3) Can this simulation be a visual support in decision making for optimum  
                 resource utilization of Network infrastructure (NI)? 
 

1.5      Contribution 
 

 
 This thesis focuses on the geographical mapping of geospatial telenor data derived 

from cell phone usage at the different time of a day and over different days.  
 

 The primary contribution of this thesis is to visualize a user’s personal route based 
on available geospatial data. This thesis also contributes in analyzing patterns of 
mobile phones to study the link between individuals’ mobility patterns and the 
socio-economic development of cities. 

 
 Secondly, this thesis presents in visualizing an individual user’s activity to 

represent his/her geographic locations and spatial movements for the duration of 
the day. The tool developed in this thesis study could provide a visual support of 
the mobility patterns of the subscribers in the network. 
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1.6      Thesis Outline 
 
The outline of this thesis is briefly described in chapter 1: This chapter provides an 

overview and background of the research area. Introduction to this research work is 
explained along with its aim and research questions. It also provides the motivation for 
this thesis and contribution of this work. 

 
In chapter 2, background knowledge is explained. In the background several 

important terms that are required to comprehend this thesis are defined for more 
competence.  

 
In chapter 3, deals with previous research work related to this thesis. 
 
In chapter 4, methodology pursued throughout the work to interpret research 

questions is elucidated. The research algorithm and experimentation setup are covered 
in this section.  

 
In chapter 5, results obtained from Simulation and are geographically represented 

using google maps for the obtained categorized subscribers are represented. The 
results are analyzed in this section. 

 
In chapter 6, provides discussion and limitations of this research. And answers to 

research questions are explained in this section. 
 
In chapter 7, provides a conclusion, it briefly summarizes the results and also 

provides an outlook for future research in the topic. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Geospatial data 
 
Geospatial data has definite geographic positioning information comprised within 

it, for example a road network from a GIS, or a geo-referenced satellite image. It 
includes quality information that describes the features found in the dataset. Geospatial 
dataset has locational information attached to them, for example, geographic data in 
the form of coordinates, Latitude & longitude, address, city, or postal code location, 
size and shape of an object on planet Earth.  

 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) or other specialized software applications 

can be used to access, visualize, manipulate and analyze geospatial data. GIS data is a 
form of geospatial data. Implementing of geospatial data in everyday tools (e.g., cars 
and mobile phones) has provided the general public channels to access GIS 
environments almost anywhere and anytime [19].  

 
 Geospatial data is divided into two types - vector and raster. 

 
2.1.1 Vector data: Vector data uses the simple geometric objects of lines, points, and 
areas (polygons) to perform spatial features as represented in Figure 1. 

 

 
                                            Figure 1- Vector data visualization 
                                                   

 
 

http://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/GIS
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/data-visualization
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2.1.2 Raster data: Raster data uses a grid to serve its geographic information.  Points 
are pictured by single cells, lines by sequences of neighboring cells, and areas by 
collection of grouping cells as represented in Figure 2. 

 

 
                                            Figure 2- Raster data visualization 
                                                     
 

 
As discussed above, both vector and raster data subsist of "latitudes and 

longitudes", information only. But, the difference is in the way they are presented. 
Vector data (i.e. latitude and longitude) are presented in the form of lines, points, etc. 
whereas Raster data (i.e. latitude and longitude) are presented in the form of closed 
shapes and, each pixel has a particular latitude and longitude associated with it. 

 

2.2 Geographic information systems (GIS) 
 

2.2.1   What is GIS? 
 
A Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a computer-based tool used for 

capturing, storing, analyzing, checking, interpreting data and visualizing geographic 
information on a map. GIS can display many distinctive kinds of data on a map. This 
facilitate people to more easily see, analyze, and understand patterns and 
relationships. GIS can intake any information that includes location.  
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The location information in GIS perhaps revealed in many different ways, such as 

address, latitude and longitude or ZIP code. Many more distinctive types of 
information can be compared and diverged using GIS. The system in GIS can include 
data about people, such as population, income or education.  

 

2.2.2   Why GIS? 
 
The essential preference of a GIS is its cross-discipline communication. Since 

individuals have the capability to understand visual impulses, this enables to exceed 
communication. A GIS also facilitates better managerial using geography. Common 
data base operations are unified by GIS technology, like query and demographic report 
with the unique visualization and geographic analysis benefits offered by maps. With 
the use of GIS technology, we can view the interactive maps on a phone or the Internet 
use GIS. 

 
 

2.2.3 Uses of GIS  
 

   Better Decision making 
 

GIS is the go-to innovation for making better decisions about location. Regular 
cases incorporate in business potential, raw material extraction, evacuation planning, 
conservancy/maintenance, route/corridor choice, and so forth. Setting on right 
decisions about a location is critical to the success of an organization.  

   Improved communication 
 
GIS-based maps and visualizations significantly help in understanding situations 

and in storytelling. They are a sort of dialect that enhances correspondence between 
different teams, departments, disciplines, professional fields, organizations, and people 
in general. 

 

   Better record keeping 
 
Many organizations have an essential responsibility of keeping up authoritative 

records about the status and change of geography. GIS provides a robust groundwork 
for executing these types of records with exchange support and reporting devices. 

 

    Managing geographically 
 

GIS is getting to be distinctly basic to understanding what is going on and what 
will occur in geographic space. When we understand, we can recommend activity. 
This new approach to management in managing geographically changing the way 
organizations operate. Using Google Maps, people can add traffic information to road 
maps or view satellite pictures of their town or neighborhood. 
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2.3 Subscriber mobility Algorithm 
 

    An algorithm is a set of rules or a process to be pursued in calculations or 
alternative critical thinking operations, especially by a computer. Where it can be 
expressed in a finite amount of space and time. 

 
A subscriber mobility algorithm often used for categorizing the subscribers into 3 

different segments based on geospatial mobility data of subscribers in the network. 
One of the important reasons for categorizing the subscribers is to optimize utilization 
of cellular networks. The three different segments are classified as: 

 
 Infrastructure-Stressing: Subscribers are always busy and active in the 

network are termed as infrastructure stressing  
 

 Infrastructure-medium: Subscribers who use the network moderately are 
termed as infrastructure medium 

 
 Infrastructure-friendly: subscribers who use less usage of network are 

termed as infrastructure friendly  
 

2.4 Tetris Strategy 
 
The Tetris strategy is a method to attain the finest result, (for instance, most 

extreme benefit or third cost) in an analytical model whose requirements are 
characterized by linear relationship. The Tetris strategy is based on linear optimization 
and uses historical location data. A class of issues depicted with an objective function: 

 
  a set of decision variables, 
  Linear restrictions 

 
 In this problem, the decision variables {x1, x2, x3} (as subscriber mobility 

algorithm divides the users into 3 segments) are the scaling coefficients for each user 
segment. Let Si denotes the number of mobile subscribers of segment i. The objective 
function seeks to maximize the NC: 

 
                         Maximize Σi=1,2,3 Si xi 
 
The restrictions represent the observed number of persons in each user group at a 

specific time and at a particular cell increased by the scaling coefficients (the sum on 
the left-hand side) required not to exceed the capacity of that cell (i.e. how many users 
can be simultaneously served by it on the right-hand side of the inequality). Let Si,t,j 
denotes the number of subscribers of segments i detected at sometimes moment t, 
being registered with some cell j, and Cj denote the capacity of cell j in terms of how 
many persons it can handle simultaneously. The following restrictions are formulated 
for all the time intervals t and all the cells j in the network: 

                                                    Σi=1,2,3 xi Si,t,j  ≤  Cj 
 
The problem has been solved with respect to the vector X = {x1, x2, x3}. Out of 

all the possible solutions (namely, all the possible mixes of subscribers), the “best 
one” will be found. The best one yields the highest value for the objective function 
(namely, the highest possible value of NC). [21] 
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2.5  Geovisualization  
 
Geovisualization stands for Geographic Visualization. The visualization implies 

to a set of tools and techniques supporting information analysis and geospatial 
communication through the use of interactive maps (interactive visualization). Geo-
visualization helps in the decision-making process when it communicates with 
geospatial information. Exploiting the power of human vision, many studies have 
advertised the effectiveness of geo-visualization in geospatial data exploration. Geo-
visualization approach allows more reasonable and precise illustration of individual 
activities in space-time. 

 
Usually on a monitor GIS and geo-visualization are taken into consideration for 

more intuitive maps; counting the capacity to investigate diverse layers of the map, to 
zoom in or out, and to transform the visual appearance of the map. Google maps are 
often used in geo-visualization of geospatial data. 

 

2.5.1      Why Visualization? 
 
Visualization refers to the process. It’s an arrangement of transformations that 

translate raw simulation data into displayable images to change the data into a scheme 
understanding all individual perceptual framework. 

 
The utilization of visualization to present data is not a new aspect. It has been 

used in data plots, scientific drawings, and maps for over a thousand years.  
 
Data visualization is a similar subcategory of visualization dealing with 

geographic or spatial data and  statistical computer graphics. 
 
Visualization and interactive maps, as an effective way to provide material for 

human's analysis and reasoning, are essential for supporting the involvement of 
humans in problem‐solving.  

 

2.5.2     Google Maps 
 
Usage of google maps is not only for directions purpose. It’s also used for locating 

businesses.  
 

 Where these google maps are open source maps and are efficiently used for real time 
and visualization purposes. 
 

 Google maps provides the layout of roads, location information of cities, towns, 
geographical features and satellite images. 

 
 Compare to that of other open source maps the google maps have reliable mapping for 

visualization purpose of geospatial data. 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_visualization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_graphics
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3      RELATED WORK  
                

  This section deals with research works that were previously accomplished. A 
brief description of these previous works is provided to the readers for better 
understanding. 

 
 

Ying Zhang [13] proposed cell information systems have turned into the key 
segment of versatile get to, and have turned out to be omnipresent, filled by the easy to 
understand cell phones. And also author explained understanding the user mobility is 
essential to resource optimization and algorithm evaluation in mobile networks, such 
as network planning, content distribution, and evaluation of hand-over mechanisms. 
Existing human mobility models focus on extracting mobility patterns from Call Detail 
Records (CDRs) or Wi-Fi traces. While the former only captures movements during 
phone calls, the latter does not provide direct answers to mobility of cellular network 
users in a large scale. The author conduct comprehensive characterization of the 
mobility properties and compare them with the CDR based and LSS results, among 
which they emphasize more on CDR results due to the more available published 
results. The author in his research investigated the mobility properties derived from 
cellular data traffic and then compare the findings with the CDR based approach and 
then finds from a location sharing service. The author from their results observes three 
classes of users, having distinct usage and movement patterns across time in a day 
from his research. 

 
Ashwin Sridharan and Jean Bolot [14] in their research developed a methodology 

based on geometrical structures and data-mining techniques to extract and analyze 
useful features from location patterns of mobile users. Specifically, they use the 
concept of Minimum Area Bounding Rectangles to study the size and shape of 
footprints and utilize clusters and line segments to characterize movement behavior. 
Furthermore, they also demonstrate how these features can be used to compare and 
characterize mobility related characteristics at various locales in a meaningful manner. 
The research work focused on comparing location patterns at the metropolitan scale 
and for characterizing the entire footprint or a location pattern of a user. And the other 
interested in studying the footprint of the user rather than specific temporal or spatial 
sequences. 

 
 

Authors of [12] aimed to extract user trajectory from CDRs and to identify users’ 
significant places in the network. Firstly, they propose a gradient-based method to 
identify state of users stop and move state based on location gradient. They analyze a 
feature of noisy data caused by reselecting antenna. They propose a method to identify 
users’ significant places considering the characteristic of their work using multiday 
trajectories, without assuming that they all have only one home or one work.  
Afterward, they illustrate the necessity of handling the reselecting records and propose 
appropriate methods of filtering data. They also proposed a method for selecting 
significant places such as home and work places. According to their research they 
indicate the stop state of users, they define Home Time and Work Time and identify 
the significant places of users.  
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Shih-Lung Shaw & Hongbo Yu [15], in their research, addressed that information 
and communication technologies are causing important changes in everyday lives and 
to the human organization of space. In more detail, the author explained the 
importance of an environment to facilitate data management, query, analysis and 
visualization techniques. Authors in their research developed a space time GIS to 
determine the usefulness of performing spatio-temporal analyses in a GIS-based time-
geographic framework to accommodate representation and analysis of individual 
activities and interactions in a hybrid physical–virtual space. Authors concluded from 
their research that space–time GIS implementation offers a powerful environment for 
representation, analysis, and visualization of complex spatio-temporal patterns of 
human activities. 

 
Authors of [16], in their work aimed to design & implementation of lightweight 

web-based geovisualization tools that can run in standard web browsers and access 
data stored in a remote database. Where, the web geovisualization tools accommodate 
several standard exploratory spatial data analysis methods, including linked brushing 
and interactive animation. Author explained the construction of these geo visualization 
tools using macromedia flash, a commercial software application that provides content 
for the web. From their research authors concluded that for the wider DG effort is on 
dynamic maps and graphics to support visual delivery and for analysis of federal 
statistics. 

 
Authors of [17], have analyzed the spatiotemporal patterns of collective human 

dynamics, which we derived from ‘social sensor’ data. Authors explained their 
research in their study using different geo-visualization techniques to effectively 
communicate the urban inherent spatial and temporal dynamics. Especially for 
education related purposes, this allows a better understanding of collective human 
behavior in urban environments. In their research they conducted several experiments 
of spatio-temporal collective human behavior patterns in selected European urban 
environments. Authors concluded from their experiment results is that spatio-temporal 
analysis of social sensor data in combination with geo-visualization methods can 
contribute to a better perceptive of urban systems and its essential social dynamics 
regarding activity and mobility in particular. 

 
Authors of [18], have presented a visual analytic system is used to study human’s 

mobility patterns from mobile phone data. Authors proposed three major modules 
(user group identifier, mobility pattern analyzer, and the handoff data visualizer). They 
explained about the three major modules where the user group identifier allows 
analysts to investigate the users that make phone calls at a base station and select a 
group user for further investigation. The mobility pattern analyzer displays the 
mobility patterns of selected users, especially their traces across different base stations. 
Authors have analyzed the phone call records of more than 3 million people over one 
year and some interesting patterns have emerged. Some novel visual encoding scheme 
developed for this project can also be used in other applications.  
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4         METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1 Method for RQ1 
 

4.1.1 Geospatial data analysis & pre-processing 
 

The data set used for categorizing & visualizing the subscribers was given by 
Telenor Sweden. It contains historical location data of 33,045 unique subscribers in a 
network of 9300 radio cells during one week. Where the data set consists of 
information like User ID, time, latitude and longitude in decimals of different 
subscribers connected to their respective base station terminals. For every 5 min the 
location of a subscriber has been registered whenever, the subscriber receives or 
generates a phone call, or a Short Message Service (SMS) message [21]. If a 
subscriber does not receive or send any SMS or phone call in a given 5-minute time 
slot, then there will be no record of the radio cell to which the subscriber is connected 
during this time slot. Hence, for every subscriber there will be unequal number of 
spatial transient records in one day. The location information of subscriber given in the 
dataset refers to the location of the radio cell to which the subscriber is connected, but 
it doesn’t give the exact location information of the subscriber. 

 
 However, our study focuses only on analysing & visualizing the mobility patterns 

of the subscriber. The data set was pre-processed in eliminating the duplicate entries. 
Multiple entries of a subscriber registered with the same radio cell in same five-minute 
time slot is termed has duplicate entries. For example, the same subscriber receiving or 
sending multiple phone calls/SMSs in a given 5-minute time slot. The features of 
telenor dataset are show in Table1.   

                                                        
                                                       
                                         Table 1:Features in the Dataset 

  

                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Feature                     Description 
User ID Unique Identification for each subscriber 
Time Time stamp of the subscriber connected to radio cell 
Weekday Monday - Sunday 
Longitude& Latitude Geographical position information of subscriber at a 

time stamp connected to radio cell 
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4.1.2       Subscriber mobility Algorithm 
 
Subscriber mobility algorithm is used to categorize the subscriber’s in to three 

different segments (i.e. Infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly) as mention in the 
above section 2.3. [22] 

 
1. In subscriber mobility algorithm, geo spatial Telenor mobility data is given as input 

data. It consists of N number of users having UserID (user id) at a time stamp t, cell j 
that serves the client. 

 
2.  As mentioned above, the input geospatial data set is provided by Telenor. Where 

this data set contains historical location data of 33,045 users in a network of 9300 
radio cells during one week. Based on one-week data subscribers are categorized 
into three segments (Infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly).  For every 5 min the 
location of a subscriber has been registered. This means that we have 
(7days*24hours*12 five minute slots) = 2016 time slots of 5 minutes each. 

 
 For each UserID, an array CountsID with 2016 elements is generated: 
  
                                                CountsID: N1, N2…, N2016. 
 

3. Where the elements Nt in the array are the counts of the number of users that are 
being served by the same cell j at the same time t. Where the users count for each 
UserID are denoted by   CountsID. (CountsID is taken for one week to each UserID) 

 
4. For each UserID, the elements in the array (i.e. CountsID) are sorted in a decreasing 

order. 
For each ID { 
      Array sorted CountsID=sort(CountsID) 
} 
 

5. After getting sortedCountsID. 
6.  For every UserID, sum up the top 5% of elements from the array sortedCountsID (101 

elements are taken). 
 
For each ID { 
      ValueID=Sk=1...101NID, k; 
          HashMap valueID=<UserID, valueID> 
} 

 
 

7. Sort the data structure valueID by the field with the valueID.  
For every ID { 
sortedValueID=sort by ValueID < UserID,valueID> 
} 
 
Here, valueID is defined as the total sum of the CountsID of each subscriber (i.e. 
UserID) 
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Initialization steps for categorizing the subscribers into 3 categories. 
 

 Set  xstressful to 0. 
 

8.  Set the array A containing the IDs of stressing clients to . 
                                             Array A = . 
 

9.   While (xstressful = 0) do { 
 
[ Infrastructure-stressing] 
 

10.   The top 1% of clients (101 clients) are labelled into the infrastructure-stressing 
segment 

IDstressing? = top 1% of the user list. 
 

       [ Infrastructure-friendly] 
 
11.   The bottom 1% of the users are labelled into the infrastructure-friendly segment. 

  IDfriendly? = bottom 1% of the user list. 
 

12.  Other users are assigned to the medium segment. 
 

13.  The tentative division of subscriber mobility algorithm is checked and confirmed   
with the Tetris strategy. Where Tetris strategy is explained below 

 
 

4.1.3      Tetris optimization model 
 
As mentioned about Tetris strategy and its functioning in section 2.4. To get the 

optimal coefficients for the proportion of three segments (i.e. Infrastructure stressing, 
medium, friendly) in representing different attractiveness classes the tetris 
optimization model is used.  

             x = { xstressing, xmedium, xfriendly}.  
 

                                    (xI, max_objI,D ) = tetris (I, D) 
 
Here, (max_objI,D) is termed as subscribers with the highest value for the objective 

function ( i.e. highest possible value of NC in each segment ) 
 
 IF (xstressing = 0), THEN add the IDs (i.e. UserID) of the clients from the stressful 
segment into the array with infrastructure-stressing clients A. 

IDstressing=IDstressing + IDstressing? 
 

After adding the stressful segment clients into new array, the rest of the clients (i.e. 
sum of xmedium and xfriendly clients) are again considered to get optimal coefficients for 
their proportion and the same procedure (as mentioned in the previous step) is carried 
out until it reaches cell capacity (Cj). 

 
 

         Remove the records with the stressing clients from the database. 
 

By using tetris optimization model to these three segments, the output having a list   
with the IDs of the infrastructure -stressing subscribers. 
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4.2     Method for RQ2 and RQ3 
 
In order to give a visual support for the categorized segments (i.e. infrastructure 

stressing, medium, friendly) a simulation tool is developed based on GIS and this tool 
allows network managers to visualize the categorized segments at a geographical 
dimension by using the Google Maps API. This simulation tool is written in 
JavaScript. 

 

4.2.1     Experimentation setup 
 
The experimentation is carried out in the process as described below: 
 

1. A simulation model is created by taking a smaller zone (i.e. Boras) to visualize the   
    categorized segments of subscribers in google maps. 
 

       2. In google maps, Subscribers are represented with different markers, labels and color   
          (Based on categorization segments). Cell towers are displayed using symbols. 
 
       3. CSV file is inserted to the simulation model to read the geospatial data, where the  
           CSV file contains the latitude, longitude, label and color for each of the categorized   
           segment of subscribers.  
 
       5.  After insertion of the csv file in to simulation model, a JavaScript code is written  
            to scan the inserted data and to visualize it. 
 
       6. Then, the simulation model is started, which visualizes the movements of subscribers  
           in the network from one cell to another cell using road network. It also visualizes the  
           towers (i.e. antennas) in the network. 
 
       7. The mobility patterns of the different categorized segments of subscribers are      
          displayed in the google maps using Google Maps API. 
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5        RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
This chapter presents the results of categorization segments of subscribers (i.e. 

Infrastructure-stressing, medium and friendly) from a geospatial Telenor mobility data 
using subscriber mobility algorithm to answer RQ1 and their visualization results to 
answer RQ2 and RQ3. 

5.1      Results and Analysis corresponding to RQ1 
 
Subscribers in the network exhibits different mobility patterns., some have been 

moving in areas with busy radio cells (here busy refers to the radio cells to which a 
large number of subscribers remain connected for most of the time), while others have 
been staying in locations with under loaded antennas. For effective utilization of   
network infrastructure there is a need to analyse and visualize the clients which is 
given by Telenor Sweden. 

The subscriber mobility algorithm to reveal the infrastructure-stressing clients from 
the list of all the clients is as follows.  

5.1.1   Subscriber Counts 
 

As mention above in section 4.1.1. The data given by Telenor is for one-week. For 
every five minutes’ subscriber position is generated. For one week it has 2016 (5min) 
time slots. (i.e. 7 days *24 hours *12 five-minute slots). 

 
In the given Telenor data, it has Nt number of subscribers in an array and every 

subscriber is given by a unique id (i.e. UserID). Subscriber count is defined has 
elements Nt in the array are the counts of the number of subscribers that are being 
served by the same cell j at a time t. And this subscriber count is denoted by CountsID. 

And it is given by CountsID: N1, N2…, N2016. CountsID of subscribers is represented in 
Appendix 1  

 
Then for each subscriber (i.e. UserID), the elements in the array are sorted in the 

decreasing order of their CountsID, and the array sorted CountsID is given by  
 

ID { 
      Array sortedCountsID=sort(CountsID) 
} 
 

 Array sortedCountsID of subscribers is represented in Appendix 1 
 

As per algorithm, for every subscriber (i.e. UserID) sum up the top 5% of elements 
from the array sortedCountsID (101 elements) are taken.  

For each ID { 
      ValueID=Sk=1...100NID, k; 
          HashMap valueID=<UserID, valueID> 
} 
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Here valueID represents the total sum of the CountsID of each subscriber (i.e.  UserID) 
 
 Sort the data structure valueID by the field with the valueID 

For every ID { 
sortedValueID=sort by ValueID < UserID, valueID> 
} 
 

  sorted valueID (i.e. total sum) and sorted CountsID (as described in the above) of 
each subscribers table is represented in Appendix 2. This data is categorized into 
three segments as described below: 
 

 
 The top 1% of clients (101 clients) are labelled into the infrastructure-

stressing segment  
IDstressing? = top 1% of the user list. 

 
 The bottom 1% of the users are labelled into the infrastructure-friendly 

segment. 
  IDfriendly? = bottom 1% of the user list. 

 
 Other users are assigned to the medium segment. 

 

Tetris optimization model is solved and confirm the outcomes of subscriber 
mobility algorithm for the three segments categorization to represent different 
attractiveness classes to get the optimal coefficients for their proportion and 
obtain  

                           x = { xstressing, xmedium, xfriendly}. 
 

(xI, max_objI, D) = tetris(I,D) 
 IF (xstressing = 0), Then add the IDs of the clients from the stressful segment 
(xstressing) into the array with infrastructure-stressing clients A. 

IDstressing=IDstressing + IDstressing? 

 

After adding the stressful segment clients into new array, the rest of the clients 
(i.e. sum of xmedium and xfriendly clients) are again considered to get optimal 
coefficients for their proportion and the same procedure (as mentioned in the 
previous step) is carried out until it reaches cell capacity (i.e. Cj, as mentioned in 
the section 2.4) 
 
 Remove the records with the stressing clients from the database. (i.e. from 
xstressing, xmedium, xfriendly segments)  
 

   Where final output a list with the IDs of the infrastructure-stressing clients are   
   generated and these are represented in appendix 3.  
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5.2       Results and Analysis corresponding to RQ2 and RQ3 
 
 To give visual support for the categorized segments (i.e. infrastructure stressing, 

medium, friendly) and to look informative a small part of region (i.e. boras region) is 
chosen and visualization is shown for ten subscribers from each of the categorized 
segments (i.e. infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly). Also, personal route for 
chosen ten Subscriber of each categorized segment is displayed in between cells which 
is given below in the Figure3, Figure4, Figure5  

5.2.1      Infrastructure Stressing Visualization 
 

 Visualization for infrastructure stressing subscribers segment of ‘boras’ region is 
presented in below Figure3. 
 

 
                                          Figure 3- Infrastructure stressing subscribers 
                                                                      

 
The above represented Figure 3 is about infrastructure stressing subscribers are 

represented by markers with label ‘S’ and color ‘red’. And cells are represented by 
tower image. The color and label of subscribers and their movements are based on 
CSV data file that is given to the developed simulation tool. The CSV file is taken 
from the obtained categorized subscribers segments using subscriber mobility 
algorithm. 

 
To look informative a small region (i.e. boras region) is taken to visualize the 

infrastructure stressing subscribers. By analyzing Subscribers mobility patterns, most 
of the subscribers (i.e. active subscribers) connected to a particular tower is termed has 
stressing towers. From the above represented Figure3 we display the stressing towers 
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of boras region, and by mobility patterns it display the places where users are always 
active in the network. And this simulation is helpful to locate the emergency wards 
near the cell towers (i.e. antennas), where most of the subscribers connected. 

 
 

5.2.2      Infrastructure medium Visualization 
 

 Visualization for infrastructure medium subscribers are presented in below 
Figure4. 
 

 
                                        Figure 4-Infrastructure Medium subscribers 
                                       

 
The above represented Figure 4 is about infrastructure medium subscribers 

segment of boras region. In this segment the subscribers are represented by markers 
with label ‘M’ and color ‘Yellow’. And cells are represented by tower image. The 
color and label of subscribers and their movements are based on CSV data file that is 
given to the developed simulation tool. The CSV file is taken from the obtained 
categorized subscribers segments using subscriber mobility algorithm. 

 
To look informative a small region (i.e. boras region) is taken to visualize the ten 

infrastructure medium subscriber segments. By visualizing the infrastructure medium 
subscriber’s mobility patterns, it will be helpful to locate the towers (i.e. antennas) and 
regions where there is moderate network usage. From the above represented Figure4 it 
displays the boras region towers where there is moderate network usage and also the 
places of subscribers where they travel in the network moderately.  This will be helpful 
for effective network utilization. 
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5.2.3      Infrastructure friendly Visualization 
 
 Visualization for infrastructure friendly subscribers are presented in below Figure5.  

 
 

 
                                        Figure 5-Infrastructure friendly subscribers 
                                         

The above represented Figure5 is about infrastructure stressed subscribers segment 
of boras region. In this segment the subscribers are represented by markers with label 
‘F’ and color ‘Green’. And cells are represented by tower image. The color and label 
of subscribers and their movements are based on CSV data file that is given to the 
developed simulation tool. The CSV file is taken from the obtained categorized 
subscribers segments using subscriber mobility algorithm 

 
To look informative a small region (i.e. boras region) is taken to visualize the ten 

infrastructure friendly subscriber segments. By visualizing the infrastructure friendly 
subscriber’s mobility patterns of these subscribers, it will be helpful to locate the 
regions where there is less network usage, and also locate the unused antennas in the 
network. From the above represented Figure5 it displays the mobility patterns of 
regions where there is less network usage and also display the unused antennas. This 
will be helpful for telecommunication operators to locate these under used antenna and 
reduce their potential revenues in finding these under used antennas. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
 

6.1 Limitations 
 
This study has two major limitations. They are: 
 
 In this thesis, a smaller region (i.e. Boras region) is considered for the simulation model 

and the subscriber’s mobility pattern in this region is visualized. It is difficult to 
understand the mobility patterns of subscribers for a huge data set. So for informative 
purpose this thesis study chose Boras region. 

 In this thesis, only ten subscribers from each of the categorized segments are chosen to 
visualize the mobility patterns as google maps has a limitation, which allows us to 
visualize a maximum of ten subscribers. (i.e. over query limit in google maps). 

 
 

6.2      Answering Research Questions 
 

 RQ1) How to categorize the subscribers based on the available geospatial data? 
  
The geospatial data used for categorizing the subscribers is provided by Telenor. 
The data set consists of historical location data of 33,045 unique subscribers in a 
network of 9300 radio cells during one week. Based on one-week data, subscribers 
are categorized into three segments (i.e. Infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly) 
using subscriber mobility algorithm. And for validation and confirmation we use 
tetris optimization model in subscriber mobility algorithm to get the infrastructure -
stressing subscribers for optimum utilization of network infrastructure. 

  RQ2) How to visualize the user mobility based on geospatial data? 
  
The categorized geospatial data is taken from RQ1 and this data is visualized for 
each of the categorized segments (i.e. Infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly). 
So, a simulation tool is developed based on GIS (Geographic information system) 
using google maps API and this simulation tool is written in java script. For 
informative purpose a smaller region (i.e. Boras region) is chosen and visualization 
is shown for ten subscribers from each of the categorized segments (i.e. 
Infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly). In Figure3, Figure4, Figure5 the 
infrastructure stressing, medium and friendly subscribers segment of ‘Boras’ 
region are displayed respectively as in the Section 5.2.1, section 5.2.2 and section 
5.2.3. 

  RQ3)    Can this simulation be visual support in decision making for optimum resource -
utilization of network infrastructure? 

 
Yes, the simulation can be a visual support in decision making for optimum  

       resource utilization of Network infrastructure (NI). The functionality thus     
      developed (as answered in RQ2) contributes to knowledge discovery from geo- 
      spatial data and provides support for decision making". 
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7        CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 In this chapter, the conclusions drawn by analysing the geospatial data using 

subscriber mobility algorithm and visualizing the results using simulation model. 
Furthermore, a few directions for future work are also proposed. 

7.1     Conclusions 
 

The thesis aimed to simulate the geospatial telenor mobility data (i.e. three 
different subscriber categorized segments) and provide a visual support using google 
maps API which helps in decision making to the telecommunication operators for 
effective utilization of network infrastructure. To achieve this aim, three major 
objectives have been attained. Firstly, a literature review has been conducted to 
identify the method or algorithm to categorize the subscribers for the given geospatial 
telenor data. From that, a subscriber mobility algorithm has been chosen for 
categorizing the subscribers into three different segments (i.e. Infrastructure stressing, 
medium, friendly). Secondly, a tetris optimization model is used for confirmation and 
validation of the subscriber mobility algorithm and to find out the infrastructure 
stressing subscribers in the given geo spatial telenor mobility data. Thirdly, using a 
simulation model a visual support is given to each subscriber categorized segments 
(i.e. infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly) by using google maps API. 

 
The step by step results obtained by using subscriber mobility algorithm to 

categorize the subscriber segments are represented in appendix 1 and appendix 2. By 
tetris optimization model the infrastructure stressing subscriber’s information are 
represented in appendix 3. Out of 33,045 unique subscribers a list of 1400 subscribers 
are identified has infrastructure stressing subscribers. However, categorized geospatial 
data is taken from subscriber mobility algorithm and this data is visualized for each of 
the categorized segments (i.e. Infrastructure stressing, medium, friendly). For 
informative purpose a smaller region (i.e. Boras region) is chosen and visualization is 
shown for ten subscribers from each of the categorized segments (i.e. Infrastructure 
stressing, medium, friendly). In Figure3, Figure4, Figure5 the infrastructure stressing, 
medium and friendly subscribers segment of ‘Boras’ region are displayed respectively 
as in the Section 5.2.1, section 5.2.2 and section 5.2.3. 

 
Finally, from the results it was evident that the objectives formulated in the 

beginning of the thesis have been completed. The functionality thus developed 
contributes to knowledge discovery from geospatial data and provides support for 
decision making. 

 

7.2    Future work 
 

 As previously mentioned in the limitations (in section 6.1) this study can be 
extended further within the aspects mentioned below: 

 
•  Simulation tool is developed to visualize the subscriber mobility patterns of other      
     regions excluding Boras region.  

 
•   Increase the number of subscribers (i.e. more than ten) for each of the categorized  
      segments are chosen to visualize their mobility patterns in any open source maps. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
The data provided by telenor is for 33,045 subscribers and Categorization of 

subscribers using subscriber mobility algorithm is done for 33,045 subscribers. As the 
data is too huge to be displayed, so a smaller region (boras) is chosen and the 
categorized data for the particular region is displayed as below: 

 
 
 

 

Appendix 1 
 

Table 2: Array sortedCountsID of subscribers 
 

WEEKDAY   TIME_SPAN   LA-LO  
Sorted 
CountsID 

Mon 
[165000 TO 
165400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 131 

Mon 
[172000 TO 
172400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 130 

Mon 
[173000 TO 
173400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 123 

Mon 
[164000 TO 
164400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 123 

Mon 
[163000 TO 
163400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 122 

Mon 
[155500 TO 
155900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 122 

Mon 
[165500 TO 
165900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 119 

Mon 
[162000 TO 
162400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 119 

Mon 
[161500 TO 
161900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 118 

Mon 
[174500 TO 
174900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 114 

Mon 
[160000 TO 
160400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 114 

Mon 
[171500 TO 
171900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 111 

Mon 
[164500 TO 
164900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 111 

Mon 
[162500 TO 
162900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 111 

Mon 
[160500 TO 
160900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 111 

Mon 
[172500 TO 
172900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 110 

Mon 
[161000 TO 
161400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 110 

Mon 
[163500 TO 
163900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 109 

Mon 
[155000 TO 
155400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 105 
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Mon 
[174000 TO 
174400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 103 

Mon 
[154000 TO 
154400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 103 

Mon 
[112000 TO 
112400] 

57.721690-
12.928394 102 

Mon 
[173500 TO 
173900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 101 

Mon 
[171000 TO 
171400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 101 

Mon 
[184500 TO 
184900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 100 

Mon 
[180500 TO 
180900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 100 

Mon 
[160000 TO 
160400] 

57.119499-
12.287670 100 

Mon 
[175000 TO 
175400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 99 

Mon 
[154500 TO 
154900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 99 

Mon 
[195000 TO 
195400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 98 

Mon 
[170500 TO 
170900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 98 

Mon 
[143000 TO 
143400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 98 

Mon 
[150000 TO 
150400] 

57.119499-
12.287670 96 

Mon 
[160500 TO 
160900] 

57.119499-
12.287670 95 

Mon 
[142500 TO 
142900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 95 

Mon 
[192000 TO 
192400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 94 

Mon 
[184000 TO 
184400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 94 

Mon 
[125000 TO 
125400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 94 

Mon 
[195500 TO 
195900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 93 

Mon 
[192500 TO 
192900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 93 

Mon 
[161000 TO 
161400] 

57.721690-
12.928394 93 

Mon 
[152500 TO 
152900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 93 

Mon 
[153000 TO 
153400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 92 

Mon 
[143500 TO 
143900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 92 

Mon 
[142000 TO 
142400] 

57.721690-
12.928394 92 

Mon 
[182000 TO 
182400] 

57.709034-
12.944706 91 

Mon 
[175500 TO 
175900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 91 

Mon 
[151500 TO 
151900] 

57.709034-
12.944706 91 

Mon 
[150500 TO 
150900] 

57.119499-
12.287670 91 
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Appendix 2 
 
As mention in Section 5.1.1.  Subscribers of top 5% elements are taken based on 

their total sum. And this total sum is sorted from decreasing order from top to bottom 
(i.e. sortedValueID). 

 

Subscribers 
usercounts 
ID totalsum 

2.72E+08 101 12307 

7.39E+08 101 11855 

3.57E+08 101 11853 

1.56E+08 101 11734 

7.2E+08 101 11530 

3.7E+08 101 11357 

5.14E+08 101 11158 

5.31E+08 101 11128 

6.15E+08 101 10952 

88003843 101 10889 

5.31E+08 101 10869 

7.34E+08 101 10865 

7.69E+08 101 10822 

9.95E+08 101 10821 

6.96E+08 101 10818 

2.3E+08 101 10806 

4.88E+08 101 10755 

2.26E+08 101 10705 

3.14E+08 101 10676 

4.85E+08 101 10673 

3.38E+08 101 10663 

9.94E+08 101 10638 

4.55E+08 101 10614 

80083859 101 10564 

2.5E+08 101 10527 

5.23E+08 101 10505 

7.32E+08 101 10493 

5.9E+08 101 10487 

3.21E+08 101 10479 

9.65E+08 101 10462 

8.26E+08 101 10455 

98394750 101 10445 

9.83E+08 101 10440 

3.5E+08 101 10427 

1.63E+08 101 10408 
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1.7E+08 101 10394 

3.54E+08 101 10390 

8.95E+08 101 10378 

7E+08 101 10309 

8.84E+08 101 10292 

4.43E+08 101 10261 

35964187 101 10185 

5.93E+08 101 10185 

6.02E+08 101 10173 

1.48E+08 101 10172 

4.64E+08 101 10171 

4.52E+08 101 10165 

1.67E+08 101 10163 

4.42E+08 101 10142 
 

 
Table3: sorted valueID and sorted CountsID 
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Appendix 3 
 
Table4: Infrastructure Stressing subscriber’s IDs 

 
User ID 

2.72E+08 

4.85E+08 

7.06E+08 

7.2E+08 

7.39E+08 

9.83E+08 

4.42E+08 

4.88E+08 

7.34E+08 

6.21E+08 

1.63E+08 

6.96E+08 

4.43E+08 

3.91E+08 

4.28E+08 

8.26E+08 

4.76E+08 

4.1E+08 

3.14E+08 

3.7E+08 

5.14E+08 

7.69E+08 

5.93E+08 

5.18E+08 

4.3E+08 

2.05E+08 

3.54E+08 

4.55E+08 

76216168 

5.31E+08 

80083859 

8.84E+08 

2.3E+08 

79767076 

8.97E+08 

4961075 

3.69E+08 

6.74E+08 

9.47E+08 

4.75E+08 

5.31E+08 
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5.23E+08 

9.64E+08 

1.36E+08 

6.6E+08 

19218907 

7.32E+08 

7.28E+08 

7.05E+08 
 


